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WE.

It’s a community, a movement, a stamp for positive change in our world. It’s a living, breathing entity —
one incomplete without each and every individual who chooses to join it. WE calls each of us to stand
both in our individual power as well as within our larger community. Together, as a collective whole,
WE creates change through the forward motion of our combined efforts.
Strong in its simplicity, the new mark celebrates the power of WE. With approachable styling and a
warm colour palette, it’s human and inhabitable.
For the full WE story, please ask for a copy of our WE Movement book.

LOGOS

LOGOS

This is the primary logo for WE. The majority
of activity will take place under the umbrella
of this logo. All not-for-profit parts of the
organization live under the WE logo.
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PRIMARY
WE LOGO

LOGOS

The ME to WE logo is used on all products and
services that our social enterprise sells.

This is a special instance of the WE logo, when it
is necessary for legal reasons to use the full name
“WE Charity.” Please seek approval from the WE
Brand and Marketing team when using this logo
externally.

WE Day is a large part of our story and requires
its own logo. Set apart from the program logos, it
has typography equal in height to the WE type to
ensure its bold and balanced stature.

SECONDARY LOGOS
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These are secondary logos, in that they support
the primary. The ME to WE logo is used on all
products and services that our social enterprise
sells. WE Charity has very limited use and
should only be used when approved by the WE
Brand and Marketing team. WE Day is an event
celebrating all things WE, so where appropriate,
the WE logo can still be featured at a WE Day
event. In all previous instances where all logos
were used together should now be replaced with
the primary WE logo.

LOGOS

LOGO REVERSED ON
DARK BACKGROUND

Clear space should match the height
of the notch in the logo.

Minimum height of 0.375”
(27px height on screen) should be
maintained to ensure logo prints and
renders accurately.

To maintain the impact of the logo, a minimum
clear space should be kept around all WE logos
approximately the height of the notch. While this is
a minimum distance, we think it looks better with
more generous amounts of space.

B+W
Colour WAY

PMS: Process Cyan
CMYK: 100, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 0, 174, 239
#00aeef

PMS: Cool Gray 11 C
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 80
RGB: 85, 85, 85
#545555
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WE LOGO

PRIMARY
Colour WAY

LOGOS

ALTERNATE LOGO LOCK UP

LOGO REVERSED ON
DARK BACKGROUND

Clear space should match the height
of the notch in the logo.
Minimum size of 0.375” height
(27px height on screen) should be
maintained to ensure logo prints and
renders accurately in horizontal format.
Minimum size of 0.7” height
(49px height on screen) should be
maintained to ensure logo prints and
renders accurately in vertical format.

To maintain the impact of the logo, a minimum
clear space should be kept around all WE logos
approximately the height of the notch. While this is
a minimum distance, we think it looks better with
more generous amounts of space.

B+W
Colour WAY

PMS: Process Cyan
CMYK: 100, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 0, 174, 239
#00aeef

PMS: Cool Gray 11 C
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 80
RGB: 85, 85, 85
#545555
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ME TO WE LOGO

PRIMARY
Colour WAY

LOGOS

ALTERNATE LOGO LOCK UP

LOGO REVERSED ON
DARK BACKGROUND

Clear space should match the height
of the notch in the logo.

Minimum size of 0.375” height
(27px height on screen) should be
maintained to ensure logo prints and
renders accurately in horizontal format.
Minimum size of 0.7” height
(49px height on screen) should be
maintained to ensure logo prints and
renders accurately in vertical format.

To maintain the impact of the logo, a minimum
clear space should be kept around all WE logos
approximately the height of the notch. While this is
a minimum distance, we think it looks better with
more generous amounts of space.

B+W
Colour WAY

PMS: Process Cyan
CMYK: 100, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 0, 174, 239
#00aeef

PMS: Cool Gray 11 C
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 80
RGB: 85, 85, 85
#545555
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WE DAY LOGO

PRIMARY
Colour WAY

LOGOS

TORONTO

For official WE Day
events planned and
executed by WE.
In copy we write: WE Day Toronto
In social media: #WEDayToronto

x

x
x
x

height = WE DAY height

x x

x = width of “E” in WE

For official WE Day
family focused
evening events
planned and
executed by WE.
In copy we write: WE Day Family Toronto
In social media: #WEDayFamilyToronto

TORONTO
x
x x

x = width of “E” in WE

IDAHO

Subgroups of WE Day distinguish events that are
1. Planned by WE (followed by city name) or are,
2. Independently planned and not directly affiliated
with WE (WE DayX).
As shown, spacing is dictated by the E in WE to
keep proportions of the logo consistent across
cities and locations.

For independent
school WE
Day events
not planned or
executed by WE.
In copy we write:
WE DayX Lake City High School
In social media:
#WEDayXLakeCityHighSchool

x
x

x x

LAKE CITY HS
x
x = width of “E” in WE

x

x
x
x

x x
x = half the width of the
notch in the WE logo
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WE DAY SUBGROUPS

x
x = width of “E” in WE

x
x
x

For independent
WE Day events not
planned or executed
by WE.
In copy we write: WE DayX Idaho
In social media: #WEDayXIdaho

x

LOGOS

SCHOOLS
x

60% of WE height

x

x = width of the space between the “E” and the edge of the box

VILLAGES

PROGRAM LOCKUPS
Program lockups should follow these guidelines.
When using more than three program lockups on a
page, please communicate them in list form, so as
not to overuse the WE logo.

COMPANIES

When using more than three program
lockups on a page, please communicate
them in list form as above, not using the
WE logo.
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FAMILIES

WE Villages
WE Families
WE Companies
WE Schools
WE Day App

LOGOS

X

X

x = width of “W” in WE

X

X

X

x = width of “W” in WE

X

X

X

X

X

X

Partnerships are an important part of ensuring
that the message and impact of WE get to people
around the world.
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PARTNER LOCKUPS
As shown, spacing is dictated by the W in WE
to keep proportions of the logo consistent from
partnership to partnership.

X

LOGOS

x = width of the space between the “E” and the edge of the box

X

X X

X

at
at

WE will have many campaigns in its future as
it continues to innovate and partner with new
companies. Here is an example of a campaign
scenario, in which a 360° partner is included in
the campaign lockup.
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CAMPAIGN
PARTNER LOCKUPS

X

LOGOS

Notch used as a reveal

PowerPoint Template
June 29, 2016

PowerPoint Template | June, 19 2016

PG. 2

Notch used as a design element

The notch in motion design creates the WE logo

The notch element should never be used in isolation. It always leads back to and supports the
full logo. It is not the main focus. It lives well in
animation or in pieces that draw the focus back
to WE. Its angles and shape should inspire design
elements, but it shouldn’t be overused as bullet
points or places where it is a repeated element.

Notch used to draw attention to an element

Notch used as a design element
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USING THE NOTCH

LOGOS

DON’T use isolated elements of the logo on their own

DON’T knock out logo to photography

DON’T use unofficial colours
DON’T use low contrast coloured logos on photo background

DON’T create outlines of logo elements

.ORG

DON’T turn the logo into a URL

DON’T use WE out of lockup with isolated triangle

DON’T put the logo in another shape

There are some simple rules around use of the
WE logos. While we want the brand to be flexible
and expressive, we need to protect its integrity.
When in doubt ask the brand manager.

DON’T create new variations of the logo
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LOGO DON’TS

LOGOS

ALTERNATE LOGO
EXPRESSION
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Most of the time WE will use the official vector
logo. But there are moments where the brand
wants to celebrate its mark and express it
differently. These alternate iterations of the
logo might end up on a T-shirt, motion graphics,
or a WE Day bag. Our guiding principle for
creating logo treatments should be inspired by
analog and hand-done reproduction techniques.
Whether letterpress, silk screen, spray paint,
cut paper, or making the logo out of 1,000 tiny
blue beads, they all have some form of human
imperfection in them. Please approve use of
alternate logo treatments with WE Brand
and Marketing team.

BRAND VOICE
TYPOGRAPHY
COLOUR

VOICE

OUR VOICE
We are an organization of givers. We have our own tone. We speak an aspirational
humanspeak (what does that mean?). Well, when you have the pleasure of
listening to Craig and Marc, our co-founders, and if you channel their way of
speaking, you are very close. We don’t speak in corporate buzzwords, or with
slang. When we have a choice between an everyday word and an aspirational
word, we choose the aspirational one. We always look to the positive. We always
look at how we can contribute or affect change. We are always kind. And thankful.
And generous in our choice of words and tone of voice.

WE TELL STORIES THAT EMPOWER
AND INSPIRE CHANGE.

Overall, remember this:
If it sounds like it could only come from WE, you’re on track. If it sounds like it
could come from another organization, go back to the guidelines.
Please refer to our Copy Bible guide.
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Our voice is conversational yet passionate—like a friend who can’t wait to tell you
about an experience or opportunity that just might change your life too. And while
we don’t hold back our passion, we also are clear in expressing our vision and
strategies for making the world a better place. Tapping into the human spirit of
our audience, we share our stories of impact and transformation, speaking to them
in an inclusive and approachable way that lets them know they too, through small,
everyday actions, have the power to change the world. We never use negatives
to get to a positive. And we always speak with courage and conviction. And even
though we often have to talk about the reality of global issues, we approach
them with a genuine, optimistic attitude—because we know that together, we can
change the world.

VOICE

WE PROPERTIES
IN WRITING:
For consistency always write out WE
properties like this:

WE
WE.org (.org always lowercase)
ME to WE
WE Day
WE DayX Name
WE Villages
Live WE at School
WE Schools
Live WE at Home
WE Families
Live WE at Work
WE Companies
Live WE for Me
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WE Day Family City

DO’S AND DONT’S

IN WRITING:

We are an organization of the present
and the future. We speak in present
and future tense. It helps us keep a
smile on our face as we look forward
to the future.

When using WE in writing, only use
all-caps ‘WE’ when referring to the
organization. Never use the all-caps
WE in a written sentence that is not
referring directly to the organization.
Like this:
We empower people to change the
world. We make this change through
our work at home, abroad and through
our social enterprise. Together WE
Change the World.
Not like this:
WE empower people to change the
world. We make this change through
our work at home, abroad and through
our social enterprise.

When using ME to WE in writing, always
use all-caps for both ‘ME’ and ‘WE’.
When using WE Charity and WE Day in
writing, always use all-caps ‘WE’ and
initial caps in Charity and Day.

VOICE

USE OF “WE”

We say children, not kids.
We are passionate, not zealous.

Like this:
Together, we will change the world from
ME to WE.

We use the word ‘impact’ a lot. It’s a
good word to describe good works and
deeds.

ME to WE is an innovative social
enterprise that provides products that
make an impact.

It’s okay to refer to ourselves as
‘shameless idealists’, because we are.

Not like this:
Together, we will change the world from
me to WE.
Me to WE is an innovative social
enterprise that provides products that
make an impact.
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HAND-MADE

FONT SUBSTITUTION

At its core, Flama is the official WE typeface, and
should be used regularly. It’s great for body copy and
works well in all uppercase headline applications.
Adobe Caslon is a solid serif typeface, that augments
the modern simplicity of Flama.

Of course actual hand lettering is encouraged in
expressing the brand, but where a font is necessary
these are the approved options. They should be
treated like actual lettering, and always checked
and modified if legibility becomes an issue. Scripts
like Wanderlust and Lovefern should not be set in all
uppercase.

In cases such as shared documents like PowerPoint
or Word, or in some cases on the web where font
availability cannot be controlled, these are the
recommended alternates to use.

Flama

Amatic

Arial

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Flama Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Adobe Caslon Pro

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

To address the many segments of WE, there is a
need for varied typographic options. Here are the
approved fonts for use.

Black bamboo

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

Wanderlust Letters

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Times New Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJ K L MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
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FONTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

TYPOGRAPHY

CORE

Flama
Condensed Book

less than
food
%of banks

5eceive

GOVERNMENT

Whenever possible, create handlettered type as
accent headlines, posters or book covers. When it’s
not possible to hand draw type, mix hand drawn
fonts to create the feeling of hand drawn type.
Handlettered type is meant to be an accent, not
body copy. Depending on the audience of the piece
you’re creating, it may exist sparingly (in the case of
a PowerPoint slide), or it may dominate (in the case
of a poster for WE Day.)

Wanderlust Letters

Amatic

Wanderlust Letters

Amatic

Black Bamboo
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HAND LETTERING

funding

TYPOGRAPHY

Wanderlust Letters

Using Secondary Brand Colours

PMS: Cool Gray 11 C
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 80
RGB: 85, 85, 85
#545555

PMS: Process Cyan
CMYK: 100, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 0, 174, 239
#00aeef

When using the secondary colour palette, be
sure to limit the use to 3-4 colours always paired
with a primary colour. Using this system you can
create a wide variety of moods while staying
harmonious and consistent with the overall WE
brand. Additional seasonal or trend colours may
be developed as needed. Please check with brand
managers before doing so.

COLOURS

Core Brand Colours

Secondary Brand Colours
PMS: 2262 C
CMYK: 54, 9, 62, 2
RGB: 140, 172, 137
#8CAC89

PMS: 564 C
CMYK: 43, 0, 23, 0
RGB: 134, 200, 188
#86C8BC

PMS: 7535 C
CMYK: 10, 11, 23, 19
RGB: 183, 176, 156
#B7B09C

PMS: 2040 C
CMYK: 0, 96, 43, 0
RGB: 219, 10, 91
#DB0A5B

PMS : 2337 C
CMYK: 0, 27, 22, 0
RGB: 248, 193, 184
#F8C1B8

PMS: 683 C
CMYK: 26, 99, 12, 50
RGB: 124, 40, 85
#7C2855

PMS: 323 C
CMYK: 96, 16, 42, 57
RGB: 0, 95, 97
#005F61

PMS: 7527 C
CMYK: 3, 4, 14, 8
RGB: 214, 210, 196
#D6D2C4

PMS: 7408 C
CMYK: 0, 29, 100, 0
RGB: 246, 190, 0
#F6BE00

PMS: 716 C
CMYK: 0, 61, 99,0
RGB: 234, 118, 0
#EA7600

Colours play a very important part in the branding
of WE. EMBRACE THE BLUE, and include/pair
with Cool Gray as often as possible while creating
assets. Colours that work well with the WE blue
and the Cool Gray can be found on the right-hand
side of this page and should be referenced in
accenting elements through design and print.
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COLOURS

PHOTOGRAPHY
ILLUSTRATION
ICONS

PHOTOGRAPHY

Show empowered youth

Show ME to WE products being made

Focus on positive scenes

Show ME to WE products in
well styled environment

Show people benefiting
from WE programs

Show people working with locals

Show multi-ethnic youth in school groups

Show multiple ways
to use Rafikis

Encouraging, exciting, energetic real moments;
these are the qualities that WE wants to promote in photography. Elements of posed/staged
shots should be avoided whenever possible.
Make sure the images you select (whether
already in the library or purchased) meet the
standards of beauty and energy.

Show lifestyle with models
that match demographic

Show crowd engagement at WE Day events
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

WE brand blue. Transparency mode set to “Color”
Opacity 100%
WE brand blue. Transparency mode set to “Normal”
Opacity 50%

WE brand blue overlay with notched banner used
as a footer.

Using color overlays and texture treatments
is one way to make an image feel more a part
of the WE world. Photo coloration and slight
increase in saturation can be okay, but don’t
use black and white photography as it is not in
keeping with the energy and positivity that is a
key part of the WE brand.

Texture overlay used to create a rough border.

Color photo paired with WE brand blue notched
banner used as a footer.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
TREATMENT

PHOTOGRAPHY

DON’T

DON’T

DON’T

DON’T

Show ripped clothing

Focus on poverty

Show all caucasian youth

Show youth with name tags

Inclusiveness and helping others is what WE
constantly strives for. While it is encouraged
to capture real moments, there are definitive
elements to avoid in our photography. Showing
elements of poverty (i.e. torn clothing), all
caucasian youth, or name tags should be avoided
as they detract from the focus of helping others
and inclusiveness.
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PHOTO GUIDELINES

ILLUSTRATION

Step 1: Prepare

Step 2: Trace

Step 3: Finish

Prepare the image you want to work with
by printing it out on a white sheet of paper.

Lay transparent tracing paper on top of the image
you have printed out. On the tracing paper, use
a brush pen, or other medium and draw over the
image for a more hand-done feel. Flatten your
brush to the paper for or a rougher edge.

Edit any flaws out of your image in Photoshop and
then proceed to vectorize the image in Illustrator.

Illustration is a part of WE that we take pride in;
encouraging designers, artists and youth to get
involved, have fun and create their own personal touch to the elements used to represent WE.
Above is one of the many ways to create elements
for WE from existing artwork.

Additional illustration examples
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ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION

Textures are an excellent way to add a human,
handmade feel. Again, focus on analog process
to create textures. Use them as backgrounds or
overlays to create a rough edge on a photo. For
Live WE at Work and corporate applications, you
can make use of solid colour blocks and overlays.
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TEXTURES

ILLUSTRATION

WE HAND SYMBOL
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Once the symbol of WE Day, the WE hand symbol
has morphed into something bigger, touching
on all elements of WE. Facing forward, with the
thumb over the pinky finger while creating a “W”
with the other 3 fingers, it can be illustrated
and created in many elements. Above are some
examples of the WE Hand Symbol created in ink,
spray paint, marker, etchings, etc. Hand must
be facing forward and never backwards. Please
approve use of alternate WE Hand Symbol
treatments with brand manager.

ICONS

These are the icons for 5 pillars of impact
that WE focuses on. Use the textured
versions when the icon is being used in a
large way. If it’s too small or requires more
simplicity, use the simplified version.
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PILLARS OF
IMPACT ICONS

BRAND FILTERS
SCALE OF EXPRESSION

This piece communicates that global
change begins at a local level.

Actionable

Every piece we create should feel like it comes
from a real person—because it does. Our brand is
tied to authenticity and all of our output needs to
reflect the passion and uniqueness of all of us.

WE equals action. Our work should inspire people
to act in a very clear and direct way. Ask yourself:

•
•

Human

•

The hand drawn type gives
this poster a human feel.

•

Transformative

The words and imagery tell the story of
global change, and puts a human face on
the impact local choices have.

For design we can achieve this with handlettering and illustrations.
For photography our images should show
people acting real, being authentic. No model
poses. No fake reactions.
For messaging we should inspire with
plain, yet aspirational language. Be direct
and positive, while steering clear of
marketing jargon.
For products this means creating items that
look handcrafted or thoughtfully created
by a person.

Inclusive
Inclusive

Actionable

The photography used in
this poster shows diversity
and is inspirational.

This poster drives people to the
website, and gets them involved by
taking the pledge.

WE is built on the inclusive nature of doing good.
Anyone can apply their individual passion to a
collective world-changing impact. So ask yourself
these questions when creating new pieces:
•

TAKE THE PLEDGE
WE.ORG

•
•
•

Does this item (product, project, collateral)
welcome the target audience to be part
of the movement?
For photography are we showing diversity?
We always should of course.
Is this a welcoming, inspirational product,
program and message?
Does the copy sound like it comes from a friend
and not a corporate press release?

•
•
•
•
•

WE is for everyone, everywhere. All pieces must
connect with our diverse audience and relate to
each other.
•
•
•
•

Does this communication or product relate to
our local and global community?
Is this a relevant program? Is it easy to
understand? Open to all?
Do all of the pieces from one program relate to
each other? Look and sound the same?
Will this help people relate to and
inspire each other?

Transformative
WE is a movement centered around achieving
transformative outcomes wherever we go. Every
piece we create must inspire and fuel this promise.
•

•
•

Will it inspire and transform a person in the
way they think and act?
Does it show the transformative power of
people coming together?
Are we showing transformative change in our
stories and images?
Communications, copy and visuals must be
transformative by design. Elevate the norm.
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These are filters for everyone who works at WE.
Every time you create a design, write a letter,
craft a new program or create a product, be
sure to filter your work through these guidelines.
They’ve been set up to keep us all consistent
throughout the WE brand.

What is this piece of communication for?
Is it clear who (audience) this is created for?
What do we want our audience to do?
Is the call to action simple and
straightforward?
Are we delivering on the overall feel that small
actions lead to big change?

Relatable

•

BRAND FILTERS

FILTERS

Relatable

Human

9
8
7

SCALE OF EXPRESSION

10

6
5
4
3
2
1
Live WE at Work

Live WE at Home

Live WE for ME

Live WE at School

WE Day

TAKE THE PLEDGE
WE.ORG

It’s important to know when and in what circumstances it
is appropriate to be artistically expressive with the brand
and its brand elements. Above is an overview of our “scale
of expression” rated on a scale of 0 - 10, with Live WE at
work at 1/10 and WE DAY/Live WE at school an 11/10.
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SCALE OF EXPRESSION

SCALE OF EXPRESSION

Focusing on the product offering of ME to WE,
this system leans heavily on the handmade
and human. That being said, be careful not to
use the words ‘handmade’ on pieces that are
mass produced. Photography should feature
the makers of the jewelry and lifestyle images
of those buying the jewelry.

Scale of Expression
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LIVE WE FOR ME

SCALE OF EXPRESSION

BROADCAST BOOK

BROADCAST BOOK

WEDAY.COM/WEDAYBROADCAST

WEDAY.COM/WEDAYBROADCAST

TAKE THE PLEDGE
WE.ORG

The energy of youth and the performance of
WE Day comes through with a proliferation
of handlettered type, illustrations and bright
colours. Many pieces in this area (like t-shirts,
posters, book covers) are where the brand expression reaches it maximum volume.

Scale of Expression
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LIVE WE AT SCHOOL

SCALE OF EXPRESSION

The energy of youth and the performance of
WE Day comes through with a proliferation of
hand-lettered type, illustrations and bright colours. Many pieces in this area (like t-shirts, posters, book covers) are where the brand expression
reaches its maximum volume.

Scale of Expression
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WE DAY

BRAND EXPRESSION

BRAND EXPRESSION

This is an example/moodboard to get an idea
of how WE can use its existing elements on a
number of various merchandise (from bags,
to shirts, pins to water bottles). Embracing
the WE notch logo and the blue helps create
cohesion while living on many different types of
merchandise.
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WE ACCESSORIES

BRAND EXPRESSION

WE DAY SYSTEM
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WE Day is a celebration of youth-led change. The
culmination of the year-long WE Schools program
that focuses on volunteerism, fundraising and
service learning. It’s a unique opportunity for us
to tell our brand story on a grand scale. Make
sure that each piece you produce feels like it is
part of the same system. Using the same colour
system, illustration style and copy writing will
create a cohesive world that will cement the
brand and message in the minds and hearts of all
who attend the event.

Co-Director, International Campaign,
The Power of Change: 20th Anniversary

WE.org
t: 1.555.964.8642 ext. 628
c: 1.555.964.5252
e: johnd@we.org
225 Carlton ST Toronto,
ON, M5A 2L2

WE.org
225 Carlton ST.,
Toronto, ON, M5A 2L2

BRAND EXPRESSION

Teresa Vasilopoulos

Dear Mr. Kendall,
Aqui aut porit esequib usaperit quae. Explant oditate pratusam re prae volorro videnih itatio
bla velis sima andi imus sam volupidus mo volupta tecupti busaped ut is eature, es dolor sin conse re
volupta tquaspis nonsed escipsamus ex et, aut venditate pra dolore nis dolut proribus aut
magnatatium il ipit facerro od mos at aut qui aut ullecum ulluptat hit reptatur renet alit et dent
quasperum ea volore a quam rem estiurem qui quam estecaerore est voleni andit enim harum cum is
quis commodi genimi, sequaerum voluptas niet mo torepro endunt, ulluptaes esedignisit antis parum,
ut excest rem enditium ipsa quae. Xima qui beratem fuga. Ciat.
Iciae mint estis moloreh endanist mollabo reicae as et, omnimod itionseque nobitaero tenda pliassi
tioriam eos abo. It a quosto voloreius, te et dit de assimus aut inimped mod que sinumquae nate
nonestiis voluptatur sitatem. Nequid exeria sam eritatur, volo optasped ut es aut vere, corestiunto et
dolectassit aut quiate nus aut eos nonesed itinulp archil inctem qui conse que por simusanditio bero
cones dolorerumque et que volorem volupidita natur si ut eaque eosae. Aliate suntemporum re labor
alitiaepuda dolesci quodis as ma explaute sundandae vellor sint verchit omnimos int.
Ro dipsandi aut eum que mint voles alit ad molum quia doluptatis aut il moluptur sit dis molesecaeria
ape eaquiaersped qui cum, suntios et licto ium volupta tatures tiaspictem rem faccatae nonsequi
conseque voluptatem ut alibusd aepellu ptatet erferferum nam, officimo debisti nvendunt que estis
etur? Quidem int, quae volent lignimillaut fugit liquodit quid quuntii squatures plis experiat aut rerum
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faccull atquis as as dolecae nam, anihilique voluptas doloraepudae perempor aut minverem dolo
officia sint delias ut fuga. Et vel et, quibusciates doluptat laboris sus et antiore pudaeptate perum illor
atio. Sequi is comnihiliqui andipsam et labore et que comnis dit, nesequis audam, tem faci intia
erchica ecepre alis evere non esciis essequi dollam et, sequas dia volum fugias volorere, accus et
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hitas endam, sus.
Nem que volende net, ut fugiate di ut assitaquo cuscieniatem qui sunt.
Usdant et prem alique sum voloreh entores dollab iunt eat esci nossunt iberibeaque voloratia dest,
omnis nissiti onecabo. Elitiis alit officae nonseque nonsedia nonsequat quidus eum cusa nobiti coribea
tecaboris eariorerum esci is seque volupiendam fugia accuptatas quasi od moditis dolore dollabo.
Ficimetus minis minullatem id quide sit aut et ressum cus, te placerum doluptatur?
Be the change,
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Here are some examples of how WE branding
can be used on letterhead, business cards and
envelopes and PowerPoint template. As this would
live in the WE at Work spectrum on the scale of
expression, minimum elements would be used
across printables.
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COLLATERAL

BRAND EXPRESSION

Here are some other examples of how existing WE
elements can be implemented on merchandise.
Get creative, EMBRACE THE BLUE, embrace handdrawn script, and make sure to include the square
WE notch logo (whether it be a tag on the sleeve or
the bottom of a sweatshirt.)
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ADDITIONAL MERCH
REFERENCES

